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Blood fl ow supplies cells with sugar and 
oxygen, the fuels that drive their engines. 
This highly simplifi ed diagram shows how 
interactions with sugar change a compound 
that plays a key role in energy metabolism.

Cells need a compound known 
as NAD+ to produce energy 
from sugars.

NAD+ and sugar interact during 
the rapid energy-producing 
process known as glycolysis.

Glycolysis needs NAD+ to 
peel electrons off sugar. But 
NAD+ is also transformed.Without the electrons, the sugar 

molecule has an electrical potential 
that can be used to fi nish glycolysis.

NAD+, now carrying 
electrons, has taken 
an alternate chemi-

cal form, NADH, which 
can no longer be used in 
glycolysis.
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 C E N T U RY - O L D  M Y S T E RY  is taking place 
in your head as you read these words. Blood vessels 
in regions of your brain are widening, bathing cells 

in an increased blood fl ow.
Scientists have known for more than 100 years 

that these changes take place when areas of the brain 
become activated or when any cell, such as a muscle 
involved in an exercise routine, increases its workload. 
They once assumed that the change occurs to supply 
cells with more of the glucose and oxygen that they 
needed to fuel their increased workload. Thanks in 
large part to researchers at Washington University in 
St. Louis, though, that old explanation has fallen away.

Left in its place is a puzzle: If increased blood fl ow 
isn’t needed to supply cells with more fuel, then what 
exactly is it providing? Researchers Joseph Williamson 
and Mark Mintun don’t have the full answer yet, but 
with a pair of papers published early this year in the 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS), 
they moved the scientifi c community a major step 
closer to it. 

A burst of brain energy depends more on a unique molecular cycle 
than on blood fl ow variation     BY  M I C H A E L  P U R DY
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Food for Thought
Glycolysis and the 
NAD+/NADH Cycle

in the brain

Keeping the energy-producing 
cycle going requires stripping off 
the electron and converting NADH 
back into NAD+. This becomes 
particularly tough when a suddenly 
increased workload rapidly trans-
forms a cell’s storehouse of NAD+. 
More blood fl ow isn’t about more 
fuel —  —research shows that it 
appears to enhance the NADH–
NAD+ conversion.

For the three conversion processes, 
see page 10.
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Going with 
the fl ow
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